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If you play Transfers, some of the uses of Stayman change and, to bid accurately, you need to know what each 
variation means. 
 
Weak Take-Out after 1NT into 3C / 3D 
In our system, to make a weak take-out into clubs or diamonds, bid Stayman first and, over partner’s response, 
then bid 3C or 3D (unless partner bids 2D, and this is our suit, when we can pass). Save this action for poor quality 
6-card suits, where 1NT looks bad. The opener passes. 
 
 
5-4 in the Major Suits 
With 0-9pts, use Stayman as a weak take-out, finding your 4-4, or 5-4 fit, or failing that, returning to your 5-card 
suit at the 2-level, which is a sign-off.  
 
With stronger hands, with 5-4 in the major suits, you have a choice of either using Stayman, or transferring to 
show your five-card major, and then bidding your 4-card major suit later. Because we can use Stayman to show 
weaker hands, we can distinguish between these two sequences quite effectively. 
 
With 10/11pts, use Stayman. If you find your 4-4 fit, raise to 3-of the major invitationally. If you find a 5-4 fit, jump 
to game with 11pts, invite game by bidding at the 3-level with 10pts.  
 
With 12pts or more, transfer to show your 5-card major and, if partner does not break or bounce, then bid your 4-
card major. This sequence is considered forcing to game. 
So, opposite an opening bid of 1NT, this is what you bid on the following hands: 
 
a)  ª QJ87     b)  ª AQ97     c)  ª AK743     d) ª KJ854 
  © J7532       © KJ983       © AQ65      © Q9832  
  ¨ 3        ¨ J103       ¨ J6       ¨ AK 
  § 642       § 2        § 75       § 6 
 

a) Bid 2C. If partner responds 2H or 2S pass; if partner bids 2D, re-bid 2H as a weak take-out. 
b) Bid 2C. If response is 2S, bid 3S; if response is 2H, bid 4H; if partner bids 2D, bid 3H, which shows 5 hearts 

and 4 spades and is invitational. Partner may pass, bid 3NT, or 4S. 
c) Bid 2H as a Transfer. When partner bids 2S, then bid 3H, which shows 5-4 and is game-forcing. If partner 

breaks or bounces in response to the transfer, bid 4S. 
d) Bid 2H as a Transfer. When partner bids 2S, jump to 4H, which shows 5-5 or 6-5, with no slam interest. 

Partner will bid game. If partner breaks or bounces in response to the transfer, probably just settle for 4S.  
 
Making a Slam Try after Stayman 
A simple agreement clarifies this situation, but it must be agreed, as inexperienced players will not understand it. 
To indicate a slam invitational hand, utilize an otherwise redundant sequence: 
 
  1NT - 2C   or   1NT - 2C   or   2NT  - 3C  or  2NT -  3C 
  2S  - 3H     2H  - 2S     3H  - 3S    3S  - 4H 
 
In each case, you have used Stayman, and your partner has responded with a major suit. You have now bid the 
other major suit. This cannot be a natural bid.  
 
If partner has bid the major suit you like, and you have a weak take-out, you would pass; with an opening hand, 
you would bid game. 
 
If partner has bid the major suit you do not have, you would now bid no-trumps at the appropriate level. There is 
no natural hand where you bid Stayman, get the response of a major suit, and you then bid the other suit. As a 
result, we can use this sequence to indicate a slam-invitational hand. 
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Partner opens 1NT. You respond 2C, partner bids 2S. What do you bid next? 
 
e)  ª 87      f)  ª AQ97      e) 3NT. 
  © KQJ6       © K43      f) 3H – a slam try indicating that you have  
  ¨ AJ4       ¨ AQJ75       found your fit and are too strong merely  
  § Q642       § 2        to bid game. 
 
Partner opens 2NT. You respond 3C, partner bids 3H. What do you bid next? 
 
g)  ª AJ87     h)  ª 5       g) 4NT – a Quantitative Raise 
  © Q5        © QJ97      h) 3S – a slam try indicating that you have  
  ¨ J4        ¨ KQ64       a 4-4 heart fit and are too strong merely  
  § K8642       § K432       to bid 4H.   
 
The advantage of this agreement is two-fold: 
If you bid 4NT immediately after using Stayman, it is Quantitative, denying a major-suit fit. 
If you make a slam-invitational bid, the NT opener is consulted over the suitability of her hand for slam, and there 
is room at the 3 and 4-levels to cue-bid, before responder uses RKCB. 
 
 
Opener’s Rebids After Slam-invitational Bid is Made. 
A NT opener’s hand is not suitable for a slam if it contains mainly queens and jacks. If partner makes a slam-
invitational bid after Stayman, the opener should sign off by returning to the agreed suit at the lowest available 
level. If the NT opener’s hand is 4-3-3-3, with poor trumps and a solid stopper in all remaining suits, she should 
rebid 3NT. 
 
A 1NT or 2NT opener’s hand is suitable for a slam if it contains mainly aces and kings. In this case, it can start to 
cue-bid aces. 
 
i)  West      East        West    East    
  ª QJ6     ª A863       1NT    2C 
  © K532     © AQJ9       2H     2S*  * slam-invitational  
  ¨ KQ64     ¨ 2         3H†    4H   † unsuitable hand 
  § Q4      § AJ32 
 
West’s hand is full of queens and jacks, and is not suitable for a slam, so she signs off. 
If East is even stronger, she can still continue with RKCB but, here, she is minimum, so she passes. 
 
j)  West      East        West    East    
  ª KJ76     ª AQ54       1NT    2C 
  © A4      © 854       2S     3H*  * slam-invitational  
  ¨ A985     ¨ KQJ63       4H†    4NT  † cue-bid; suitable hand 
  § 753     § A        5C     6S 
 
West’s hand may be minimum, but it is all aces and kings; even Jª is useful, so she cue-bids. With two aces, you 
cue-bid the ace which will prove cheaper in the long run – if you have to bid both aces – but, here, East uses RKCB 
and bids the excellent slam. 
 
k)  West      East        West    East    
  ª A6      ª 854       2NT    3C 
  © KQ86     © AJ93       3H     3S*  * slam-invitational  
  ¨ KJ85     ¨ A4        4C†    4D†  † cue-bids 
  § AKQ     § 9832       4S†    6H 
 
6H is very likely to make; 6NT is unlikely to make. An excellent slam contract. 


